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explained as 
:2 different limits in 
 compactification of 
 6d (2,0) thy  

[09 Alday-Gaiotto-Tachikawa] 

Correlators in 
2d CFT (LFT, Toda) 
whose coupling b=1 

Partition function 
 of 4d             thy 
 on   

equivalent 



Localization method 
 : deform the action by susy exact term  
 ・one way to compute path integral exactly 
 ・using nilpotent sym. of the system 
        ～up to bosonic sym. 
    (gauge sym. , Poincare, ……) 
        here: susy
 ・only calculate susy closed observables 

       ex.) partition function 

: parameter of saddle pt 

: classical part 

: 1-loop det. 

: Nekrasov partition function 



deform Partition function 
of 4d             thy 
on ellipsoid    

Partition function 
 of 4d             thy 
 on   

On the poles of these mfds, the system become Ω-deformed  

With Ω-deformation parameters With Ω-deformation parameters 

Ellipsoid:   
   



Correlators in 
2d CFT (LFT, Toda) 
w/ general coupling b 

Correlators in 
2d CFT (LFT, Toda) 
whose coupling b=1 

Partition function 
 of 4d             thy 
 on   

equivalent 
deform 

Partition function 
of 4d             thy 
on ellipsoid    

Ellipsoid:   
   

equivalent 



 
 
 
 
We take            limit. 
 
           LFT side: Semiclassical limit [Zamolodchikov '84] 

 

Gauge thy side: Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit 

Now... 
 we can take     to any value. 
 
  



To make a "dictionary" of AGT relation 
 ex.) Many sym.s of LFT correlators                 
        ･       ～Quantum sym. 
        ･ 
        ～Reflection sym. of primary op.s 
        ･Permutation sym. of           s  

We want to "use" AGT relation as a tool 
to study 4d class    and 6d (2,0) thy. 

How are these sym.s respected 
 in 4d gauge thy? 

sym. of thy?   only BPS observables?   structure of mfd? 



Here we use easiest situation in AGT relation 
to take the limit where the dictionary can be filled  
by explicit calculations. 

4d SU(2)            SQCD  
w/ 4 (anti)fund.s on 

LFT on sphere w/ 4 punctures 

and take  
(LA limit) 



[84 Zamolodchikov] 

A particular example of classical limit         in LFT 
  path integral   finite dim. integral 

break the quantum sym. 

On gauge thy:  
In         , instanton counting become easy. 



Action: 

･2d CFT which realizes Virasoro algebra  
  whose central charge is 
･Prim op.s are               , whose conformal dim. are 
･Their correlators are   

where   : Liouville coupling,   
           : scalar curvature～here: sphere → 0 



 LA limit: Inserted momenta 
     can be ignored 
    path integral in correlators localizes  
          onto the solutions of EoM 

Only OVERALL FACTOR semiclassical limit 

Furthermore, 

Semiclassical limit          w/ rescaling          ,      ,  



Solutions of EoM are labeled by 
 
Path integral become an integration over      ;   

3D HYPERBOLOID 

where                                 are wavefunctions: 



4-pt. function is inserted complete set,  

only       related parts appear  
in the partition function of 4d gauge thy 

IN AGT RELATION, where           : cross ratio 



4 pt.s function on sphere corresponds to 
SU(2)             SQCD  
w/ 4 (anti)fund.s on     : 

COMPLEX  
GAUGE COUPLING CROSS RATIO 

4d LFT 

FLAVOR MASS INSERTED 
MOMENTA 

2 of 4: MASSLESS 
2 of 4: HEAVY 

～permutation sym.? 



 

Only considering zeroes, 
   functions in LA limit are represented by 
 

Then, 

(                                                      ) 



only partiton  
      (           …     , 0) can contributes to  

[09 Mironov, Morozov] 

Take LA limit to Nekrasov's formula... 

 



only partiton  
      (           …     , 0) can contributes to  

[09 Mironov, Morozov] 

Take LA limit to Nekrasov's formula... 

Summation over 1direction 
Vortex sum? 
2d gauge thy? 

Does squashing limit of 
ellipsoid reproduce  
this 2d mfd? 
 


